ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

FIGET TRANSITION (FIGET.TSDEL3)
ZEMMA TRANSITION (ZEMMA.TSDEL3)

From TSDEL on track 324° to WAYMN.

LANDING RWYS 17L/R: From WAYMN on track 353° to cross BAISS at or above 8000, then on track 353° to cross DIGSE at or above 7000 and at 220K, then on track 353° to cross PALMR at 6000 and at 210K, then on track 356° to ISAKE, then on track 356°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING RWY 35L: From WAYMN on track 320° to cross YUKKY at or below 9000, then on track 318° to cross NUTRE at or above 4000 and at 210K. Expect RNAV (RNP) approach.

LANDING RWY 35R: From WAYMN on track 320° to cross YUKKY at or below 9000, then on track 323° to cross CROPE at or above 4000 and at 210K. Expect RNAV (RNP) approach.